Digital Video Manager R600

INTUITIVE INTELLIGENCE

The Power Of Smart Surveillance
Honeywell Digital Video Manager Release 600

Smarter, faster security and surveillance

Simplified safety and security incident management, enhanced forensic investigation capability, mobility, and greater insight and control across your facility. Digital Video Manager (DVM) R600 is our most advanced and open video integration platform delivering greater flexibility in operation - on the go, by voice, or by touch.

MULTI-SENSORY OPERATING ENVIRONMENT – SAVING TIME AND INCREASING FLEXIBILITY

Voice command, mobility, touch screen interface, video walls and more, DVM R600 provides more options, and greater flexibility, helping to save critical detection, analysis and reaction time. New DVM mobile promotes productivity and operational efficiency outside the control room with high definition, intelligent streaming and video playback that adapts to network conditions.

Flexibility and power to the operator

- The ability to multi-task during critical situations and collaborate while managing incidents empowers security operators to do more with less.
- Voice command directing cameras displayed and engaging in dialogue with your system for near real-time update of system status, enabling a deeper and quicker understanding of your system.
- Optimized, easier to use workspace allows users to focus on video without distractions and with greater awareness of system status and recording.
- Flexibility of video playback (tile or timeline) for greater operational flexibility.

MITIGATE RISK, REDUCE RESPONSE TIME WITH SMARTER SURVEILLANCE

The intuitive security-centric Honeywell Digital Video Manager Console enables security operators to do more with less. DVM R600 provides a more efficient approach to incident response and investigations with synchronized video export, promoting financial and time savings. Features such as flexible workspace, instant and synchronized playback, motion searching and integrated analytics continue to empower security operators to better manage threats and reduce response time.

Faster configuration, flexible operation and reduced cost

- Easier configuration and flexible operation enables you to channel optimized functionality from virtually any device to the unique use patterns of your facility (tailoring tours, privacy zones, wash-wipe etc).
- Save cost through more efficient use of hardware, supporting greater data throughput and more devices per Camera Server, and promoting reduced initial hardware and future system maintenance costs.
- Video sensor technology and latest video analytics promotes a predictive security solution and helps mitigate risk.

BROADER CHOICE WITH TIGHTER CONNECTIVITY

Helping you to continuously evolve and adapt to changing security threats, DVM R600 allows rapid adoption of the latest industry trends and innovations. Support for open integration of security products (ONVIF) and enhancements to Video.Net integration, promotes freedom of choice and interoperability.

Enhanced interoperability, streamlined engineering

- Accelerated product discovery promotes configuration time savings and reduces operational disruption.
- Adopt advanced IP camera innovations with higher resolutions, edge analytics, edge recordings and multi-streaming to help realize higher productivity, better asset utilization and improved security.
- Multi-layered, high density and high volume surveillance capability promotes ease of scalability and expandability for a smarter long-term investment.
- Promote capital savings through freedom of choice to a wider range of devices.
- Realize the benefits of Wide Area and Distributed Surveillance, now possible with architecture innovations and new mobile client support.

CONFIDENCE AND COMPLIANCE

DVM R600 provides a migration path to a compliant and more secure IT environment, helping to mitigate risks and provided added confidence in investment.

Greater insight and resiliency

- DVM R600 promotes higher availability and reliability with enhanced system-wide server and recording, edge recording and support for multicasting.
- Intelligent back-up of camera servers supports high availability of recordings.
- Camera server recording paths can be optimized for a more balanced utilization of video storage and increased resiliency of the system.
- The DVM R600 Camera Server also self-monitors broader metrics including memory, power supply, disc failure and more, enabling greater insight into system health.
- Integrated alarm management helps to highlight potential issues before they impede performance, promoting increased resiliency and reliability.

Voice control for live monitoring and control of your facilities? NOW you’re talking smart surveillance...

Productivity gains from optimized user experience including voice control of cameras

Extraordinary situational awareness on-the-go with mobile devices

More efficient incident response and forensic investigations, promoting financial and time savings

Integrate future surveillance technologies faster

Help reduce cost with more devices per camera server

VIA VIDEO WALL, DVM CONSOLE, TABLET OR SMART PHONE...THE LARGEST TO THE SMALLEST... LEVERAGE THE POWER OF DVM R600

OPERATIONAL BENEFITS

- Telepresence promotes better management of multi-device operations by graphical display and voice control.
- Faster configuration, flexible operation and reduced cost
- Easier configuration and flexible operation enables you to channel optimized functionality from virtually any device to the unique use patterns of your facility (tailoring tours, privacy zones, wash-wipe etc).
- Save cost through more efficient use of hardware, supporting greater data throughput and more devices per Camera Server, and promoting reduced initial hardware and future system maintenance costs.
- Video sensor technology and latest video analytics promotes a predictive security solution and helps mitigate risk.
Smart, integrated surveillance

Integrated technologies enable you to do more with less. While traditional, standalone security applications provide clear benefit to end users, the real power lies in managing the different functions – intrusion detection, time & attendance monitoring, access control and surveillance for example – as one integrated security solution and converging this with your building and life safety management systems.

The Honeywell Enterprise Buildings Integrator (EBI) platform enables facility-wide integration into a common operator interface. It helps remove operational silos, enable intelligent automation, intuitive alarming and operational efficiencies through operating as one unified, collaborative environment.

The result? A connected enterprise that helps increase operational efficiency, provide strategic protection and reduce risk to property, people and assets across your entire enterprise.

As an integral part of the EBI suite, DVM’s live and recorded video clips can be linked to alarm and events for extraordinary situational awareness, insight and control to assist in effectively mitigating risks to your people, property and assets.

Find out more
To learn more about DVM R600 visit dvm.honeywell.com
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